Arvo Pärt
4 Easy Dances for Piano
These appealing pieces, written for a children’s theatre,
are as humorous as they are poetic. For the first two
dances Pärt took stories from the brothers Grimm: Puss
in Boots and Little Red Riding Hood. The characters and themes of the stories are so
amusingly depicted in the piano writing they could be used as an accompaniment to
actors. The poetic third dance, Butterflies, with its delicate fluttering effect in the right
hand contrasts wonderfully with the last piece, Dance of the Ducklings. After a happy
effortless swim the ducklings climb onto dry land and waddle about trying to dance.
Intermediate pianists will find these early pieces from this most significant contemporary
composer very worthwhile and thoroughly enjoyable.
Grade 4-5 UE 33374

Arvo Pärt
Für Anna Maria
Arvo Pärt wrote this very easy piece for a
friend’s daughter, Anna Maria. It would make
an excellent concert item for pupils in their
second or third year of the piano.
Grade 3 UE 33363

UE Album for Young Pianists
Edited by Peter Roggenkamp
Moderately easy, short pieces from the time of Schönberg up to
the present will acquaint young players with some of the works of
the great contemporaries such as Boulez, Berio, Cerha and Pärt.
Added text and explanations assist players in their execution of the
pieces. Also contains music by Bartók, Kodály and Stockhausen.
Grade 3-4 UE 18588

Piano Times

Music of the 20th Century
Edited by Monika Hildebrand
The most important musical periods of
the 20th century are presented in separate
sections according to style. A wide range
of material is included from 16 composers.
Along side well-known works (from Bartók,
Lutoslawski etc) there are pieces from,
for example, Richard Rodney Bennett,
Takács and Mike Cornick. Cartoons provide
additional information.
Grade 3-4 UE 31153E (English version)
UE 31153F (French version)

Living Piano
Edited by Monika Hildebrand
Children of middle-grade levels and beyond will
find these original compositions from a host
of different composers, fresh and exciting. The
diversity and creative aspects of these pieces will
intrigue them. Directions are given for preparing
the piano when required and the more creative
pieces have text provided to inspire!
Grade 4-5 UE 31587

Piano Varieté
Edited by Monika Hildebrand
Pieces from composers including Rudolf Kelterborn,
Jenö Takács, Horst Ebenhöh, György Kurtág, Jenos
Tamas, Friedrich Cerha, Monika Hildebrand, Harald
Bojé and more. Hints are included regarding
some less familiar notation and techniques and
also to help in the understanding of musical
analysis, improvisation and even composing.
Grade 3-4 UE 30225

Piano Pianissimo
Peter Roggenkamp & Joseph Diermaier
With CD
With references to composers including: Satie, Liszt, Schoenberg, Webern,
Messiaen, Hindemith, Boulez, Reich and Glass.
This unique volume, the collaboration of composer and pianist/university
lecturer, is an absolute feast of accessible pieces for beginners in new music.
Joseph Diermaier has written short, compelling pieces bringing 20th century
music closer to young players by referring to great composers but also to their
influences: dance forms and graphic art. Comprehensive notes for teachers and
pupils and an invaluable list of selected easy, yet significant piano works of the
20th C are enclosed.
Grade 3-4 UE 31420E (English version)
UE 31420F (French version)

NEW

PIANO PROJECT

New pieces for piano
conceived and coordinated by
Anne-Lise Gastaldi & Valérie Haluk
PROJECT OBJECTIVE: present young musicians,
of only a few years tuition, the opportunity to
develop an understanding of musical styles of their
own time.
Piano teachers know that having this understanding is essential for the musical education of young musicians but much of the
available repertoire is quite inaccessible to pupils of moderate technical abilities. Yet, a language integrated into the learning process
at an early stage is subsequently much better understood.
With this in mind, Anne-Lise Gastaldi & Valérie Haluk approached and involved several composers, each of whom has a musical
language particularly characteristic of our time, requesting an original composition for our young pianists.
Generously and willingly Georges Aperghis, Pierre Boulez, Peter Eötvös, Ivan Fedele, Cristóbal
Michaël Jarrell, György Kurtág, Luis de Pablo and Salvatore Sciarrino have each contributed.

Halffter,

The result is a unique collection of pieces which will serve as an introduction and even a companion to developing
musicians, presenting an exciting, new musical language and opening up new perspectives on contemporary music.
Intermediate to advanced level
UE 33662

KAT UE 60551-99
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